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ABSTRACT: This paper discusses a study performed on animating sorting al- gorithms as a learning aid for classroom 

instruction. A web-based animation tool was created to visualize four common sorting algo- rithms: Selection Sort, 

Bubble Sort, Insertion Sort, and Merge Sort. The animation tool would represent data as a bar-graph and after se-lecting 

a data-ordering and algorithm, the user can run an automatedanimation or step through it at their own pace. Afterwards, 

a study was conducted with a voluntary student population at Rhode IslandCollege who were in the process of learning 

algorithms in their Com-puter Science curriculum. The study consisted of a demonstration and survey that asked the 

students questions that may show improve-ment when understanding algorithms. The results and responses are 

recorded and analyzed in this paper with respect to previous studies 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

How do you work out a problem? The problem itself doesn’t need to be anything overly complex, such as trying to 

replace a broken headlight in your car (although nowadays, manufacturers are trying the patience of the community 

with their increasingly abstract, space-age designs). The point is how to attack the problem. Do you perform research, 

such as looking through your car’s manual for step-by-step instructions, or is your first instinct to findsomeone who 

knows how to do it (whether they are right next to you or inan online video)? My instinct is the latter, as I am a visual 

learner and amadept to picking up concepts by seeing it done, rather than reading about it.For example, when I was 

learning about sorting algorithms while pursuing my Computer Science degree, I found that seeing the data move to its 

correct position under the constraints of an algorithm was much easier to follow thantracing the code by hand. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

The four algorithms are: Selection Sort, Bubble Sort, Insertion Sort, and Merge Sort.Keeping in line with the example 

of sorting people by age, let’s pretend that you have printed the age of eachperson on a separate index card. Oneway to 

go about organizing the cards is to first find the smallest age inthepile and bring it to the front. Then, find the next 

smallest and place it behind the already ordered first age.Eventually, you will end up with a pileof index cards that list 

the ages in ascending order. This method is exactlyhow Selection Sort works, where to sort a set of data, you select the 

smallest first, and then the next smallest and the next smallest. This algorithm is not very difficult to understand by 

word of mouth, but more abstract sorting algorithms, such as how Quick Sort requires moving data around a pivot 

point, may not be intuitive to read through. 

 

III. PROPOSAL 
 

The organization of the code follows both object-oriented and functional programming concepts. Originally, the design 

was almost completely func- tional, where only three objects were used: one to control the canvas that displayed the 

animation, another to represent a piece of data, or “bar” object (blue rectangle with dynamically changing height and 

position), and a final one to represent the positions that each bar moved to, or “pos” objects. Some instance variables 

and Boolean values were used to keep track of the algo- rithm selected and when to animate, but this resulted in a 

heavily integrated mass of function calls that was difficult to upkeep. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The best way to go about using the tool is to first  select  the ordering ofthe data and then select which algorithm to 

visualize. When any one of the algorithm buttons are selected, it will sort the data as it appears on theinterface. The 

ordering takes precedence, as selecting the ordering after the algorithm updates the interface momentarily, while the 

code has already run the initialization with the previous data set. After conducting the surveys,this sparked some 
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confusion as the algorithm buttons are listed above the ordering buttons in the interface. One student commented on having 

diffi- culty trying to start sorting, thinking that it may be the cause of pressing the buttons in the wrong order, which in turn 

did not run the animation. 

 

V. SIMULATION RESULT 
 

One large refactor later, the code now resembles a Model-View-Controller architecture. Although, due to its functional 

nature, it has many more indi- vidualized functions that update the instance variables and Boolean values, thereby directly 

updating the View and Controller. A simplified diagram of the Model- View-Controller relationship is below in figure 8 

 

 
 

Figure8. Model-View-Controller diagram of code 

 

o Selection Sort : It is a simple sorting algorithm.This sorting algorithm is an in place comparison based algorithm in 

which list is divided into two parts , the sorted part at the left end and the unsorted part at the right end. Initally , the 

sorted part is empty and the unsorted part is the entire list. 

 

o Bubble Sort : Bubble Sort is a sorting algorithm that compares two adjacent elements and swaps them until they are not 

in the intended order. 

 

o Insertion Sort : Insertion Sort is a simple sort algorithm that builds the final sorted array one item at a time. It is much 

less efficient on large list than more advanced algorithms such as quicksort, heapsort, or merge sort. 

 

o Merge Sort : Merge sort is a sorting technique based on divide and conquer technique. Merge sort first divides the array 

into equal halves and then combines them in a sorted manner. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

Through much time and effort, I have successfully created a working web- based animation tool for visualizing the following 

sorting algorithms: Selec- tion Sort, Bubble Sort, Insertion Sort, and Merge/Insertion Sort. Even with its memory overhead, it 

received overall positive feedback from the students who explored it. I am not surprised that there was not a significant differ-

ence in learning the material, which reflects what I found in my previous research. There remains, however, a strong mindset 

to research and create animations like these to improve learning in the classroom, which I agree with completely.Learning 

how to code a web platform was challenging, and I thank thetutorials on W3Schools.com for getting me there. I had a 

previous internship where I updated the JavaScript on a webpage, but it was much more concise and did not involve objects 

and HTML for visualizations. The good newsis that JavaScript is still one of the most popular web languages, so I am not too 

worried about another big refactor soon for a language update. 
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